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RB 33: On Whether Monks Should Have Anything of Their Own 
  
When reading the section of the Rule we are now in, where the focus is on practicalities, it is 
important to avoid categorizing it as of secondary importance. As we saw regarding the Cellarer, 
Benedict places some key teachings of the Rule here. The next chapter, 33, is one of those 
places: avoiding private ownership was a top priority for Benedict, and here we read his clearest 
statement on this topic: 
  

Above all, this evil practice must be uprooted and removed from the 
monastery.  2We mean that without an order from the abbot, no one may presume 
to give, receive 3or retain anything as his own, nothing at all - not a book, writing 
tablets or stylus - in short, not a single item, 4especially since monks may not 
have the free disposal even of their own bodies and wills.  5For their needs, they 
are to look to the father of the monastery, and are not allowed anything which the 
abbot has not given or permitted.  6"All things should be the common 
possession," of all, as it is written, "so that no one," presumes to, "call anything 
his own" (Acts 4:32). 
7But if anyone is caught indulging in this most evil practice, he should be warned 
a first and a second time.  8If he does not amend, let him be subjected to 
punishment. 

  
Given the urgency and insistence of these words, it might be good to step back and look at the 
issue from a certain distance. Imagine for a moment that private ownership was allowed: monks 
manage their own money and claim private property; some have more, others less; those with 
more use what they have to exercise influence inside and outside the community; ownership 
requires time and attention, multiplies the need for comings and goings. What sort of monastery 
would we have under such circumstances? To the degree that each one looks out for himself and 
his own needs, the common life is weakened. Worse yet—and this is the heart of Benedict's 
concern—most aspects of daily life would be removed from the context of doing everything for 
love of God and with fear of the Lord.  
  
Notice Benedict's scriptural reference here and how he rewords it: "All things should be the 
common possession," of all, as it is written, "so that no one," presumes to, "call anything his 
own" (Acts 4:32). Presume is Benedict's word: not only does the practice of holding everything 
in common root us in the New Testament, but it also safeguards the key values of the rule, 
presumption being the opposite of humility and obedience.  
  
On this large scale the values at stake stand out clearly. It becomes more difficult the closer we 
look at concrete practices and specific cases. On one hand, today it would be contrived and 
artificial to involve the abbot in determining the number of pens and pencils you keep in your 
room or to insist on calling everything “our”: our shoes, our handkerchief, our watch. On the 



other hand, without honest self-scrutiny and vigilance, it is easy to slide into a degree of 
independence that effectively implies having and managing one's own means. The question is 
how to embrace the value of holding everything in common without falling into pettiness. 
  
It can be helpful to read this chapter through the lens of the rite of monastic profession in RB 58. 
Before the profession, any possessions are given to the poor or donated to the monastery. And, 
Benedict specifies,"without keeping back a single thing for himself, well aware that from that 
day he will not have even his own body at his disposal." There we hear an echo from this 
chapter: "… since monks may not have the free disposal even of their own bodies and wills." So, 
any practical measure in the Rule that safeguards common ownership is a way of recalling, 
protecting, and fostering this foundational attitude of holding nothing back. 
  
A key word in the middle of the chapter here is the Latin verb sperare, 'to hope for' or 'expect', 
which occurs in the verse: "For their needs, they are to look to the father of the monastery," 
literally they hope for what they need. It is an attitude that embodies humility; the opposite of 
presumption, which involves taking, as if by entitlement. Benedict is inviting us to develop an 
abiding awareness that we live from gifts.  
  
A characteristic of any temptation in the area of private ownership is that it removes one from 
this attitude of being a grateful receiver. It is a temptation that can disguise itself (or be 
rationalized) as a healthy autonomy or independence. The fact is, a big part of both human and 
spiritual maturity is to learn to choose and embrace the good kind of dependence that is part of 
any authentic community life, all the more so in a community based on the radical renunciation 
and self-gift of the vows. 
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